INTRODUCTION
It is a well known fact, due to Federer and Fleming[F-F] , that if iV is a smooth, compact (n + l)-dimensional manifold, then for any nontrivial integer homology class a G ij^iV, Z), k < n, there is a A;-dimensional integer multiplicity rectifiable current T, of least area representing a. One can think of T as a (possibly singular) surface with multiplicity and orientation. Of course T may have singularities for topological, or other reasons. There are however partial regularity results. Frederick Almgren [AF] has shown that in general, the singular set has Haussdorff dimension at most k -2, and Sheldon Chang [CS] further showed that if k = 2 the singularities are isolated branch points. In codimension 1 (k = n) it follows from the work of various people, including Federer, DeGiorgi, and Simons that sing(T') is empty for n < 7 (see chapter 7 of [SL1] , or chapter 3 of [FH1] for an exposition of this result), and Federer [FH2] proved that if n > 7 then the singular set has dimension at most n -7, and is disctrete in case n = 7 . It should be noted that in the codimension 1 case, there is no topological obstruction for the existence of a smooth minimizer in a given homology class; that is, given a G H n (N,Z) there is a smooth, oriented hypersurface M (with multiplicity) homologous to a. There are no known examples of singular homologically minimizing hypersurfaces, however one would certainly expect them to exist, since hypercurrents that minimize area with fixed boundary certainly can be singular (e.g. minimizing cones). The question that we are interested in here is whether for generic metrics on AT, the minimizing current T homologous to a is smooth. We state the following conjecture CONJECTURE 0.1. Given a smooth, compact (n + 1) dimensional manifold TV with nonzero n dimensional integral homology group, and given a € H n {N, Z), a 7^ 0, there exists an open, dense set F, in the space of C 3 metrics, such that for g G J 7 , there is a smooth area minimizing (relative to g) hypersurface M, homologous to a.
The purpose of this paper is to prove this in the lowest dimension where singularities may occur, n = 7. The reason the proof works in dimension 7, is essentially that the structure of the singular set in this case is well understood, that is singularities are isolated and each singularity has a unique, regular tangent cone, to which M converges to in fairly strong way [SL2] . We also use in a crucial way, a result of Hardt and Simon [H-S] The idea of the proof is fairly simple. The openness condition is fairly straightforward, and follows from standard geometric measure theory, including the Allard regularity theorem, so most of the proof is devoted to showing that for a given metric go on JV and minimizer T homologous to a; € H 7 (N, Z), there are nearby metrics such that the corresponding minimizer is smooth. The idea is to conformally perturb the metric so that the minimizer is pulled off to one side of T, and then use the results of [H-S].
The author would like to thank Rick Schoen, Leon Simon and Brian White for their interest and useful conversations on this problem. In fact, the au-thor had previously perturbed away the singularities with more complicated metrics, when Brian White pointed out to him that it could probably be done more simply with a conformal perturbation.
ONE SIDED PERTURBATIONS OF THE METRIC
Let N be a smooth, compact, (n + l)-dimensional manifold with nontrivial ) is bounded independent of ji, and so by compactness of integer multiplicity currents [F-F] , and the fact that homology classes are weakly closed, there must be a subsequence, still denoted by {Tj}, and an integer multiplicity current T homologous to a, such that Tj -> T, in the sense of currents. By lower semi-continuity of mass, we have mass(T) < mass(To), and so T = To, since To is the unique homological minimizer. But since To is smooth, it follows from Allards regularity theorem [AW] , that if x G spt(T) then there is a neighborhood U of x in N such that for all sufficiently large j, Unspt(Tj), is smooth, contradicting the assumption that smg(Tj) was nonempty, and prov- Remark 1.1. Before proving Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, we make some general remarks on area minimizing currents. If T is a n dimensional integer multiplicity
, where M is a n-dimensional rectifiable set, d/i = OdTiM with Q(x) G Z the multiplicity, being H 71 measurable, and dTV}^ denoting the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure on M. Also £ is a choice of orientation for the approximate tangent space of M (which is W 1 measurable).
In our case (codimension 1) it follows from the regularity theory mentioned in the introduction that M = \J i=zl Mi, where Mi are the components of M , and Mi\Si is a smooth hypersurface where Si C Mi has Haussdorff dimension < 7, and is isolated if n = 7. Furthermore, 0(x) = Oi on Mi and with appropriate choice of £ we can assume that Oi > 0. Also, clearly the multiplicity 1 current (Mi,d7-^.,£) is homologically area minimizing (or else T wouldn't be). The mass of T is just the area of M (with multiplicity)
JMi
See either chapters 6 and 7 of [SL1] or [FH1] for a good reference on the theory of currents.
Much of the proof does not require that n = 7, and so we will fix n = 7 only where needed. We now defined our perturbed metrics to be g £ = u^ngo, for 6 < So, and we have the following Proposition 1.5. There is a ei > 0 such that for 0 < e < Si, TQ Z5 the unique area minimizer, relative to g £ , and homologous to a.
Proof This is intuitively obvious, since we have decreased the area of spt(To) strictly more than any competing hypersurface. The proof uses cutting and pasting arguments, and the definition of 0 £ , and is very similar to the proof of Lemma 1.4, so we will omit the precise details. Basically, if S is any hypersurface in iV, then
where A £ is the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure relative to g £ , and 0 e is strictly maximized on M (where r = 0). □ Proof of Lemma 1.4. Here we use a somewhat different conformal perturbation, one that will force the minimizer off to one side. Let go € .M fc , such that there is a unique minimizing current TQ homologous to a £ H n {N, Z) (in a later part of the argument we will require that n -7). As in the proof of and we let g £ G Al^ be the metric g e = u 2 J n go. We will finish the proof of the lemma by showing that for all sufficiently small e, there is a smooth minimizing current T (relative to g e ), homologous to TQ. Suppose on the contrary, that there was a sequence Sj -> 0, and corresponding homologically area minimizing currents T e . relative to g ej , and homologous to TQ, with sing(T ej .) 7^ 0. Clearly, M(T ej ) < c for some constant c independent of e since g £ -* go in C k , thus it follows from compactness of minimizing currents in a homology class (and the above convergence of metrics) that there is a subsequence, still denoted by T £j such that T £j -^ T, for some homologically minimizing current T relative to #o> homologous to TQ. Since TQ is the unique such current, we must have T -TQ. NOW T £j -(Pi,dp j ,&) as in the remark above, P j denoting the support of T £ ., dpi the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure (with multiplicity)
on Pi and ^ an orientation on the approximate tangent spaces of P-7 , and of course P-7 satisfying the regularity properties mentioned in the remark. We will use the result of Hardt and Simon to show that each Pi must be a regular hypersurface for j sufficiently large, getting a contradiction. As in the above remark, each Pj decomposes into a union of sheets of multiplicity 1, each being homologically area minimizing. For each j, let Qj be such a sheet, with sing(Qj) ^ 0, and i/j G sing(Qj). By the area minimizing property, we must have Qj -> M in Hausdorff distance, and thus Qj -> Q in Hausdorff distance,
where Q is one of the sheets of To, (that is, one of the Mi). By the Allard regularity theorem [AW] , this convergence is smooth away from sing(Q), and thus (after taking a subsequence if necessary) yj -> yo for some yo G sing(Q).
Let AT be a distance neighborhood of Q in N, such that M D J\f = Q, and so that Q divides Af into two disjoint, open pieces, jV" + , and A/l, where A/V and A/*_ correspond to r > 0 and r < 0 respectively. To finish the proof of the Lemma, we note that it suffices to prove the following proposition (we have simplified notation, setting (f)j = ^> ej ) Proposition 1.6. For sufficiently large j, Qj has the following properties:
The proposition, together with Leon Simon's maximum principle [SL3] imply that Q J \supp(0 J -77) C A/" + \supp(^77). Then, if j is large enough, Qj can be made as close as we want to Q in Hausdorff distance, and so it follows from the multiplicity one current associated to Qj is also g e -homologically area minimizing. However, it is easy to see that Q must intersect Qj transversally along dQj, and thus Qj has a codimension 1 singularity, contradicting the fact that it is area minimizing, thus proving property A.
Due to the result of A, it suffices in proving B to construct a n-dimensional rectifiable varifold Q^, whose associated current is homologous to Q, such that Qj PlA/V 7^ 0 and A £j (Qj) < A ej (Q). We will construct such a Q'j by cutting and pasting from Q inside supp(0o?7). Let s G (0,po/8), and let h s : Q -> R be a function with the following properties hj ^ 0 on n\fi CT hj = 0 on 9f2, and /ij = /j on 9fi CT .
We now claim that hj < fj on n\n cr . Note that this would finish the proof of C, since this would imply that Rj^ is tangent to 0,^^ along dQ and lies on one side of $l\fi a , and therefore by the maximum principle (since they are both minimizing relative to go) would have to coincide with f^f^ contradicting the fact that fj ^ 0. However, the claim follows easily from the definition of fa.
Assume that the claim was false, and let A be a component of {x G ri\n o -:
hj ( contradicting the fact that Qj is homologically area minimizing relative to g £ , proving the claim, and thus completing the proof of part C of the proposition. As remarked earlier, this completes the proof of the Theorem.
It should be remarked that the only place in the proof, that we used n = 7,was where we invoked Theorem 5.6 of [H-S] to conclude that Qj was smooth. In particular, if the result of [H-S] was extended to n > 7, then the proof given here would imply the conjecture for n > 7. Unfortunately, not much is known in this direction for higher dimensions, although some partial results are given in [M-S] . □
